2000 ford focus engine

Ford engines are those used in Ford vehicles and in aftermarket, sports and kit applications.
Different engine ranges are used in various global navistar markets. Based from 1. Ford was
late to offer a six-cylinder engine in their cars, only introducing a six in after the failure of the
Model K. The company relied on its famous Flathead V8 for most models, only seriously
producing six-cylinder engines in the s. The company was also late with a V6 engine ,
introducing a compact British V6 in but waiting until the s to move their products to rely on V6
engines. The first three of these lines are no longer in production, leaving only the Mondeo and
Cyclone as the company's midrange engines. Ford introduced the Flathead V8 in their
affordable Model 18 , becoming a performance leader for decades. In the s, Ford introduced a
three-tier approach to engines, with small, mid-sized, and larger engines aimed at different
markets. All of Ford's mainstream V8 engines were replaced by the overhead cam Modular
family in the s and the company introduced a new large architecture, the Boss family , for The
Fork and Blade V8 used a novel approach for the piston connecting rods, which meant two
connecting rods shared one bearing on the crankshaft, which allowed for a short crankshaft
and a smaller overall engine size. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article.
For Ford's first mass-produced car with a V-8 engine, see Ford. Ford Motor Company. Ford
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engines. Ford Duratorq. Ford 3. The Ford Focus is a compact car C-segment in Europe
manufactured by the Ford Motor Company and created under Alexander Trotman 's Ford plan,
which aimed to globalize model development and sell one compact vehicle worldwide. Ford of
Europe introduced the Focus in to the European market as a replacement for the Ford Escort.
The decision to name the new car the "Ford Focus" was made in early , as Ford's senior
management had been planning to keep the "Escort" nameplate for its new generation of small
family cars. A last-minute problem arose in July when a Cologne court, responding to a case
brought by the publisher Burda , ordered Ford to avoid the name "Focus" for the cars in the
German market since the name was already taken by one of its magazines Focus. Ford of North
America began marketing the Focus in September for the model year, with some changes from
the European version. The car was launched as a three-door hatchback , four-door sedan, and
five-door wagon ; a five-door hatchback debuted in It came with a 2. This original Focus RS was
only available in Europe with a limited run of cars being built; just under half of these were sold
in the UK. For decades, in the U. The second generation Focus was launched at the Paris Motor
Show on September 25, as a three and five-door hatchback and an estate, although the new car
was previewed, [9] in 4-door sedan form, as the "Focus Concept" developed by Ford Europe at
the Beijing Motor Show in mid The basic suspension design, which contributed much to the Mk
1's success, was carried over largely unchanged from its predecessor. Along with a 10 percent
stiffer bodyshell, according to Ford this offers a better ride, but critics claimed the car lacked
the precise and poised handling of the Mk 1. The same body styles as the Mk 1 Focus were
offered, though the sedan did not appear until mid As a result, the interior and boot space have
increased. New technologies include a KeyFree system, a solar-reflect windshield, adaptive
front lighting, Bluetooth hands-free phones and voice control for audio, telephone, and climate
control systems. Stylistically, the Mk 2 features the same design language found in the Mondeo
and Fiesta. Although still recognisable as a Focus, the new car uses styling features from the
abandoned B-Proposal for the original Focus which never reached production. In , Ford
released a MK. Major changes included a new bonnet with more creases, the removal of all
mouldings along the doors and sides, new sculpted pull back headlights, and the big
trapezoidal lower grille. In , the new Focus RS was launched, with a modified version of the 2.
For the North American market, development followed a separate path. Since debuting at the
North American International Auto Show , the restyled â€” generation was available as a
two-door coupe and four-door sedan ; the hatchbacks and wagon were discontinued. Also
included in the redesign was a support beam behind the dashboard for extra structural rigidity.

Though informally considered as the second generation, it was never officially referred to as
such by Ford since its platform was the same as the first generation. For the third generation,
Ford reunited both international and North American models by releasing the international Mk3
worldwide. The previous North American version was discontinued, and the new model was
launched simultaneously in North America and Europe in early , both having started production
late in In designing the Ford Focus, a group of young designers used what's called the Third
Age Suit in order to simulate the physical limitations of an elderly person. The suit, which
restricts the wearer's movements, allowed for insights that were implemented into the car's
design. The car shown was a five-door hatchback model, also debuting a new 2. A five-door
station wagon was also made available at launch. This new generation of Focus incorporates a
redesigned cabin with new materials and new entertainment technologies. A significant amount
of the new models of the first year experiences problems with rust underneath the front bonnet,
partly due to issues with the seam sealer used between the structural part of the bonnet and the
skin, which allowed water to seep in and create corrosion similarly to other Ford models of the
period. Other issues included rust developing on the trunk lid of the hatchback model due to
vibrations of a plastic insert creating friction and wearing out the paint on the metal skin of the
lid. Later models included a relocated park brake lever, redesigned adjustable front head rest
and a redesigned accessory 12v plug that is more ergonomic. Ford previewed the third
generation facelifted model at the Geneva Motor Show. The ST and RS models, the latter of
which features an upgraded version of the 2. The RS now has all-wheel drive. The new model
year update Focus range will be offered with a 1. A revised 2. On April 10, , Ford unveiled the
European and Asian-market versions of the fourth-generation Focus, to mark the brand's 20th
anniversary. As in the previous generation, the model is available with sedan, hatchback and
estate bodystyles. The exterior features a sportier design, while Ford described its interior as
being simpler. The company also emphasized technology featured in the new model, including
the Sync 3 infotainment system, FordPass Connect, and the CoPilot driver assistance suite. A
crossover SUV trim level known as the Active is available with the hatchback and estate
bodystyles. The car also has a Vignale luxury trim level. In April , Ford announced that all
passenger vehicles but the Mustang would be discontinued in the North American market, in
order to focus on trucks and SUVs. The Focus Active was intended to be the only version of the
model available in the market, [17] but Ford cancelled these plans in August over tariffs
imposed by the U. Ford no longer sells the Focus in Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan due to a
broader reorganization of their European branch. In April , Ford confirmed there are no plans for
a fourth generation Focus RS model due to pan-European emissions standards and high
development costs. It was immediately on the pace, setting many fastest stage times, but an
illegal water pump meant that the two cars were excluded from that event. The team
successfully defended the manufacturers' title in the season. All the rally cars are built,
prepared, and run for Ford by M-Sport , the motorsport team based in Cockermouth , Cumbria in
Northern England. The team is managed by Malcolm Wilson , a well known former British rally
driver. During its second season, the car ran on liquefied petroleum gas , taking the first BTCC
win for a car powered by this fuel at Brands Hatch. Both cars had engines built to the Next
Generation Touring Car engine rules. Motorbase continues to compete with the Ford Focus ST.
The best result is 6th place by Nash in the Race of Morocco. They secured the Class T driver's
titles in and The Focus that raced in the Bathurst 12 Hour was powered by a 5. Only models sold
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The Ford Focus first generation is a compact car that was manufactured by Ford in Europe from
and by Ford in North America from Ford began sales of the Focus to Europe in July and in
North America during for the model year. Manufacturing in Argentina continued until , and it
was still on sale in Brazil until In Asia and Australasia, it replaced the Ford Laser. Codenamed C
during its development, the original Focus took its eventual name from a Ghia concept car
which was shown at the Geneva Motor Show in Certain elements of the design had been seen
even earlier in prototypes used by Ford to demonstrate forthcoming safety features, such as the
eye-level rear lighting clusters. As a continuation of Ford's New Edge styling philosophy, first
seen in the Ford Ka in , and Ford Cougar in , the Focus's styling was often described as
polarising. The decision to name the new car the Ford Focus was made in early , as Ford had
been planning to keep the "Escort" nameplate for its new generation of small family cars. A last
minute problem arose in July when a Cologne court, responding to a case brought by the
publishers Burda , ordered Ford to avoid the name "Focus" for the German market cars since
the name was already taken by the publisher's Focus magazine. The Focus' styling, often noted
as polarizing, [3] [4] [5] [6] was marketed by Ford as New Edge design. Healey, writing for USA
Today , called the styling a "collision of curves and lines. Engineers for the Focus, including
Richard Parry-Jones , developed a class-leading, [10] space-saving independent multi-link rear
suspension , marketed as Control Blade suspension, combining the packaging of a trailing arm
, with the geometry of a double wishbone suspension. The system was developed from that
used in the CDW27 Ford Mondeo estate, but with various modifications to make it simpler and
cheaper to build and therefore economically viable on a mass-market vehicle. Where many
competitors in the compact class, or small family car European class, used the less expensive
semi-independent twist-beam rear suspension , Control Blade offered enhanced
elasto-kinematic performance, i. The long rear lateral arm controls toe, a pair of shorter front
lateral arms, vertically above each other, control the camber, and the Control Blade reacts to
brake and traction loads. The impression is of having plenty of wheel travel for gobbling the
larger stuff and big-car, full-frame isolation when encountering expansion joints and smaller
road imperfections. Following the introduction of the Control Blade suspension and its
popularization by the Focus, other manufacturers e. Focus engineers developed a new interior
packaging for the car's class, with a computer-modeled interior, long wheelbase, tall doors,
raised roofline, increased passenger and cargo volume, raised rear seating and raised H-point
front seating providing higher sight lines and increased rear footroom. Historically, the

Saarlouis , Valencia , and Halewood plants had produced the Escort, however the Focus was
only produced at Saarlouis and Valencia since Halewood was to be switched over to production
of the Jaguar X-Type. However the sixth and final generation of the Escort remained in
production in Halewood until as a budget alternative to the Focus, and the van versions
continued until until its replacement by the Focus-based Ford Transit Connect. A new flexfuel
engine was introduced, based on the European Zetec 1. This could use both gasoline and
bioethanol , but was only available on the Swedish market. This version is still available in some
countries despite the advent of an all-new Mk 2 Focus. As well as these, the Mark I Focus
spawned various special edition trim levels, including:. On and models in the US and Canada,
the second generation Focus received a body-configuration badging e. Targeting Generation X
and Generation Y in the Focus marketing campaign at its North American introduction, Ford
created a now defunct youth-destination website Another of the films was titled "The Kiss. The
film depicted the efforts of a young man to save his tropical fish. All three films were available
for viewing at a now defunct web site, Marketing packages At introduction, Ford offered five
specialized packages for the Focus targeting the youth market [38] marketed as Tailored For
You kits, allowing buyers to customize their car's interior:. Kona: the Kona Mountain Bike
Edition May , examples , featuring an "Out of Bounds" Kona bike, bolt-on bike rack, nylon
washable seat covers, unique colors Dirt Metallic and Rainforest Green, unique side moldings
with molded-in Kona Moto logo and bike tire treads; inch six-spoke machined aluminum wheels
and heavy-duty black rubber floor mats, also with Kona Moto logo and bike tire treads. Street:
the Street Edition September with European suspension, black trim, inch polished aluminum
wheels, a 6-disc CD changer, leather-wrapped steering wheel. The models used same springs,
dampers and anti-roll bars found in the European Focus. Interior details included sport bucket
seats with diamond, silver-masked instrument cluster, radio bezel, door accents and a silver
shift knob. S2: The Focus S2 , available only in the three-door ZX3 model, featured
European-tuned suspension, grey body trim with unique front spoiler and rocker panels,
color-keyed bodyside moldings and S2 badging, rear spoiler, six-spoke inch aluminum wheels
and chrome exhaust tip, six-disc in-dash CD changer, sport bucket seats with
diamond-patterned inserts, and exterior colors including CD silver, Sangria Red and a Focus
Liquid Grey. Several American companies offer genuine Ford parts to modify North American
built Focuses to full or partial European standards. The last of the Mark 1 Focus produced in
Argentina Version featured either a 1. Assembly of the Mark 2 Focus started in for the model.
However, in Brazil , Ford do Brasil offered this until , in 1. Gasoline engines available were the
well-proven 1. The ST and RS performance models used modified versions of the 2. Originally,
the only diesel engine available was the Endura TDDI a development of the old Deutz -designed
motor which Ford had been using since the s. The SVT also featured a reworked version of the
2. Developed in concert with Cosworth, this engine featured a special aluminum cylinder head
with enlarged intake ports, high compression pistons and forged connecting rods, piston oil
squirters, solenoid operated variable camshaft timing on the intake cam, dual stage intake
manifold, and a tubular exhaust header. These additions, coupled with an increased Getrag
provided a six-speed manual transmission shared with the Mini Cooper S. This transmission
was a twin layshaft design and included a dual mass flywheel to eliminate vibration and
transmission noise. Other changes to complete the package included sharper steering through
an increased boost ratio in the steering rack, larger disc brakes on all four corners, and
stiffened suspension with a slightly larger rear anti-roll bar. Interior features included leather
seats, steering wheel, shift knob, and boot as well as emergency-brake handle and boot. In the
SVT was offered in the five-door body style and an all new European Appearance Package for
three-doors only. It included all available options plus full leather Recaro seats and
fifteen-spoke dark argent colored wheels. The exterior was available in two new colors,
Screamin' Yellow and Competition Orange. The only option the five-door did not include were
the sideskirts. In , its final year of production, the Euro package was available in the five-door
model as well. Also the five-spoke wheels were no longer available and a 6 spoke design was
the replacement. Though power was lower than the SVT, acceleration was only slightly lower
due to a higher differential ratio. The ST used dampers and stabilizer bars similar to those of the
SVT, but significantly softer springs. For the and ST's the suspension geometry was changed to
provide a softer ride. The Focus ST name did return in in an all new model. The Black Oak
engine management system. The engine was sourced from the Ford of Mexico Chihuahua plant.
Production was limited to units only. The RS was offered all over Europe, but were sold in the
United Kingdom, by far its largest market. Using a turbocharged version of the 2. It would
generate a steady 0. It would also allow 1. Mechanically, most notably, the car incorporated a
Quaife automatic torque biasing differential to improve traction from the front-wheel drive
setup. Wheels were 18" alloys specially developed by OZ Racing. The engine was heavily

modified with forged aluminium pistons, hardened valve seats, sodium -filled exhaust valves,
stainless steel exhaust system. The forced induction system comprised a Garrett turbocharger
with a water-cooled charge air cooler and an electric water pump. To transmit the higher torque
an upgraded AP clutch was used. A green starter button starts the engine. The instruments
have a blue background and in place of the coolant temperature gauge, the RS was equipped
with a boost pressure indicator up to 1. The gear lever knob, handbrake lever, and pedals were
all custom made by Sparco. All-around performance was roughly equal or better to its other
competitors, including hatchbacks such as the Honda Civic Type-R and some four-wheel drive
cars in the same price field. Ford Motor Company made acquisition in of its longtime partner
Cosworth Racing and was exploring the return of the Cosworth badge on their production cars.
It was immediately on the pace, setting many fastest stage times, but the use of an illegal water
pump meant that the two cars were excluded from the event. The car, with most parts
redesigned from the ground up, featured a lighter body shell and a new aerodynamically
enhanced front bumper and wing. By , the car was no longer competitive and Ford had a
winless season. In Europe, the hatchback is the biggest selling bodystyle. Ford attempted to
market the saloon in Europe as a mini- executive car by only offering it in the Ghia trim level,
something that it had tried before with the Orion of the s. It has since given up on this strategy,
and has started selling lower specified versions of the saloon. Despite its radical styling the
hatchback version in particular , and some controversial safety recalls in North America, the car
has been a runaway success across the globe, even in the United States, where Ford has
traditionally failed to successfully sell its European models. This was the best-selling car in the
world in through The Focus, unlike the Escort, was never offered in a dedicated panel van body
style; however, a commercial Focus based on the 3-door hatch is available in Europe - most
commonly in Ireland. Ford therefore continued the Escort Van until the purpose-designed
Transit Connect was introduced in as its replacement. A convertible version was another
notable omission that was rectified with the Mk2 Coupe-Cabriolet. The European Focus, in ,
according to German reports and surveys, was claimed to be the most reliable car between one
and three years old in the German car market. Since its launch in , the first generation Focus
has won over 60 awards including 13 Car of the Year awards in both Europe and North America,
and more recently, the best family car ever Autocar UK Though the Focus received the R. By ,
the Focus received a Consumers Digest Best Buy Rating, [56] taking numerous factors into
consideration, including reliability and recall history as well as the Strategic Vision Total Quality
Award. The Focus placed on Car and Driver magazine's Ten Best list for five consecutive years
between and Only models sold in Continental Europe and the British Isles are shown, overseas
territories often have different offerings. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For a complete
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the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? The contact owns a Ford
Focus. The contact noticed a strong odor when the vehicle was shut off. The vehicle was
started and after driving two blocks, smoke was seen coming from the engine. The contact
opened the hood and found that a fire had started near the engine. The fire department was
called to extinguish the fire. The dealer was not notified of the failure. The manufacturer was
notified and the contact was awaiting a response. The current and the failure mileages were , A
report was taken by the fire department. Add Complaint. In April the rod went through the side
of the engine, nearly causing an accident with 3 other cars on the highway between wichita and
towanda, Kansas. Still having to pay the loan on a car that is not running and full coverage
insurance, cause the car is on a loan through the dealership. I've called a number of times to the
dealership about this problem with no help. I've tried to find out if there was any recalls on the
rods going though the engines on this year, make and model of this car. No luck. Please help if
you can!!!!! While the vehicle was parked the vehicle would not start. The vehicle was towed to
an independent mechanic. The mechanic stated there were fractures in the head gasket and the
engine would have to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The VIN was not available. The
approximate failure mileage was , The contact owned a Ford Focus. The contact stated that
smoke began to rise through the vents while they were driving the vehicle at an unknown
speed. The contact also stated the vehicle stalled and the brakes would not engage when they
were applied. As a result, the vehicle coasted to a stop. The contact looked under the hood and
noticed the engine was on fire. The police and fire department appeared on the scene to
extinguish the fire. The vehicle was towed the contact's home where it was clasified as
destroyed. The vehicle was not inspected. The contact also stated that the brake booster was
completely destroyed. The failure and current mileages were , Total loss of Ford Focus due to
the car fire. No signals of overheat prior to the accident, all fluid levels fine. I was driving for 30
min; when returned home and stopped the car, noticed a white smoke coming from the front of
the car. I decided to figure out what happens but did not have time to do that - after I left the car,
it was already on fire. Used 1 fire dispenser on it, it did not help; called , by the time the fire
department came in about 10 min , the car was burned to the ground. While driving
approximately 25 mph there was knocking sound coming in the engine. There was also
hesitation while accelerating. The contact stated that the engine light also illuminated on the
dashboard. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic twice and the engine was
replaced. The failure continued to occur after the vehicle was repaired. The approximate failure
mileage , The vehicle stalled while driving approximately 45 mph; yet, there were no warning
lights before the failure occurred. The contact stated that he experienced the failure several
times. The vehicle will be taken to the dealer for diagnostic testing. The failure and current
mileages were 69, The contact stated that the vehicle would intermittently stall when attempting
a turn at any speed, in either direction. The failure would occur most often when attempting left
turns. Once the contact was able to restart the vehicle it would operate as normal. The vehicle
was taken to an authorized dealer where he was informed that the crank shaft was shifting back
and forth, causing the crank shaft position sensor to fail. In addition, the power windows were
inoperable except for the front driver window. The failure mileage was 93, and the current
mileage was , The contact heard a grinding noise in the engine when she started the vehicle.
The vehicle then stalled and would not restart. The vehicle was towed to an independent
mechanic who stated that the engine needed to be replaced. The vehicle had not been repaired
at the time of the complaint. The failure and current mileages were approximately , Engine
hesitation, loss of power and surging. I lost power and was escorted off the highway by a sheriff
deputy. I went to start my Ford Focus after the big snow storm to be sure it started and it did, I
let it run for a while and when I shut it off and take the key out it was stuck, this is not the first

time this has happened. It has not been fixed yet because frankly I just don't have the money to
keep sinking into this lousy car. The early years Ford Focus, - are experiencing a catastrophic
engine failure that can occur at any time. This problem involves the valve seat on the intake
valve of the cylinder head. The valve seat cracks, breaks apart and falls into the cylinder
destroying the piston, head and block cylinder wall on the single over head cam SOHC 2. Auto
part stores know of this problem. Piston ring manufacturers know of this problem. Both of
which are selling parts at very high volumes related to the engine failure. Machine shops all
know about this problem and state that it goes further back to the Ford escort model also.
Salvage yards know about this problem and are getting 10 phone calls a day for used SOHC
engines. Salvage yards are selling any and all SOHC engine as soon as they get them in in
vehicles. Owners who choose to replace their engines with 'used' salvaged engines are
encountering the dropped valve seat problem again as the replacement engines fail at
approximately K miles also - just as the original had failed. Ford Motor Company knows of this
problem and is providing the option of installing a salvaged engine. This problem is greater and
larger than the 'fuel pump' safety issue and the 'brake' issue. The valve seat can and does break
at any time - this problem is showing up in later years also, Positive battery cable insulation
melted. Service at Dodge employer - reroute positive cable directly to bolt on connector to
battery, problem continues - carried to Ford, they advise alternator is bad and must be replaced.
Dealer continues to treat the symptoms, not cure the disease. Something is causing this to
happen continuously. Numerous Focus owners at least through experience same issues.
Service advisor admitted to me that they "replace a lot of batteries and alternators in focuses"
and that "it seems to be inordinately high numbers". Seeking remedy for electrical issues considering consulting attorney to start class action lawsuit. Concerned about potential fire
hazard. I am not in a position to acquire another vehicle for myself and must continue to drive
the Focus until otherwise capable of another vehicle. Will never buy Ford again. I was driving at
45 mph with no signs that there was a problem with the car when the engine suddenly stalled. I
was able to coast safely to the shoulder where I tried to restart the engine. The engine never
restarted after several attempts, so I had to call a tow truck. The next day, the car was given a
jump and the engine started, but something didn't seem right because the engine was running
much louder than usual. The problem is in the process of being corrected, it will be brought to a
mechanic tomorrow. By time the fire department got there it was fully in flames. Burnt evey
thing but the trunk before it was put out. My husband and I purchased a Ford Focus for our 20
year old daughter in October , so she would have a means of getting to college and work. On
December 22 she was driving with a friend to go to lunch when smoke began coming out from
under the hood. She pulled into a parking lot and got out of the car when there was a loud pop
and flames shot out, blowing out the windshield and melting the tires etc. The fire department
said it was faulty electrical wiring causing an engine fire. Found that Ford has a recall for the
wire harness decklid. Took vehicle to a Ford dealership was told that my vehicle is not part of
the recall. I've numerous recalls on this vehicle already. Vehicle was overheating. When I picked
up the vehicle it was still overheating, come to find out I only needed a new water pump. While
driving approximately 15 mph, the contact smelled a burning odor in the vehicle. He pulled the
vehicle over and opened the hood, but did not find any smoke. In addition, the coolant
temperature was fine; however, he felt is was extremely hot under the hood. He entered the
vehicle and noticed that the service engine light was illuminated on the instrument panel. He
has not taken the vehicle to be diagnosed by a mechanic. Through online research, the contact
discovered NHTSA campaign id number 02V electrical system:battery:cables for the same
symptoms he was experiencing in his vehicle. He had also been experiencing loss of power and
hesitation in the vehicle while traveling at low speeds. The manufacturer stated that his VIN was
not included in either recall. The contact believes the vehicle should be included since he is
experiencing identical failures. The current and failure mileages were 73, So, I got this car and it
only had 76, miles on it. Within a year, I found out that something had blown that bent
something else and blew the engine. I looked it up online because I couldn't figure out why my
car was running just fine the day before, then wouldn't start the next day, and sure enough,
complaint all over the internet of the same exact thing happening to the same make model and
year vehicle! I contacted Ford and even though there was hundreds of complaints about the
same exact thing happening between 90, and , miles, there is no recall put in for it! This is not
okay! Bought mine in with 63, miles on it. Guess I'm the lucky one as I made it to , before it
dropped part of a valve seat yes, PART of one-it cracked and broke into the 4 cylinder. Many
problems before as you may have guessed but none quite like this one. Stopped for fuel and
upon restarting the engine it immediately made the noise many have described I stopped the
engine because I knew something had fallen into one of the cylinders. After towing it home and
disassembling the head, I was amazed at the sub-par construction in the heart of the motor.

Ford should indeed be ashamed of themselves. After a week of part searching shout out to
Green Sales of Cincinnati!!! I was able to track down the valve seats and completely rebuild the
head. New valves, seats, seals, head gasket, intake gasket, milling of the damaged piston and
co-insiding spot on the head Has a little less horse power and a slight oil leak, but it runs.
Thanks and screw you Ford!!!!! Here it sits 8 months later. I had to replace the head and pistons
in an engine that I had replaced at , I got the engine from a wrecking yard. It had 62, on the
engine at the time, so by ,, the engine has , miles. It blew the valve seat in cylinder 4, like other
people here. Little pieces of valve flew around the intake and pitted the pistons and head in the
other cylinders. I had the block resurfaced and honed. So that means I got K from the first
engine post 38 , and K from the second engine before needing a rebuild. After the rebuild, it ran
well for another 46, miles. It's June , has , miles, and the engine has a ticking sound from the
block. That may be another post soon. Should I really have driven a Ford Focus for K? This
rumor is hard to believe, but a rumor and word of mouth can destroy the reputation of any
company. Update from Oct 30, : Correction:Bankruptcy. Car wouldn't start. Checked oil and it
was creamy, blown head gasket. Tow driver briefly started and there was lots of noise. Tow
driver said it was head gasket and serious damage inside motor, most likely piston and rod. Do
not buy a motor as they are the worse!! This was my step daughter's car that her uncle gave to
her for free. I still might buy her a Toyota Corolla as they are problem free and great mileage. I
had a Ford 35 years ago and it was crap with a faulty transmission. Things just don't change. Be
a smart consumer!! Also don't let Ford do it to you again! Car ran great until the moment it
failed. It ran very rough as one of the cylinders was not firing. Took it to the local Firestone and
they advised it was a failed cylinder - probably a valve or ring issue. As I have mentioned with
this car before Well my son purchase a ford focus with the 2. The car had thousand miles on
engine. At first the car ran great, I drove it for about 2 months with no problems. Then the day
came without any warning, no signs of trouble stopped at the store. Then upon leaving all hell
broke loose in the engine, it sounded like ww2 with banging and knocking very loudly. Come to
find out the valve on the number 4 cylinder fell apart, down on the piston. Also damaged
number 1 and 2 pistons and cylinder head was damaged. That's junkie fords for you. The car
had been running fine. Then one night, after shopping downtown, we went to start the car. It
started and instantly made the loudest crunching sound and seized up. It wouldn't even turn
over again. It wasn't obvious what had broken, but there was a river of oil flowing down the
gutter when I got out. That's the first bad sign. We towed it home. Feeling around, my fingers fell
into a large, fist sized hole on the back of Cylinder 4. A piston arm was sticking out, and the
other parts of the piston and engine block were sitting on the cross members and transmission.
It needed an engine. The replacement engine had 62K on it, and was very clean with good
maintenance records. I'd never replaced an engine. It took me a month. While I had the
opportunity, I replaced the timing belt, serpentine belt, sparks, wires, filters all around, general
tune up stuff. I never figured out what caused the piston to seize. It may have been a blown
valve that prevented the piston from full-stroke. It may have been blown rings, or a problem with
oil getting into the valve mechanisms properly. I didn't take the old engine apart to diagnose the
issue. But that's not something that should happen so early in an engine's life. Modern cars
should last K at least. There is no excuse for this kind of issue. I couldn't have paid a shop to
swap the engine. It would have cost twice what the car was worth by then. And not everybody
has the skills or equipment to replace their own engine. This was the first of two engine failures
on this car. The second report is in this same list, when the car hit K, and the engine from the
junkyard had K total on it. I bought this great looking little focus ran great looked graet then one
day it ran rough when I started it. I turned it off started it again it was ok then a couple of
wks,later I drove to work came home turned off the car and went to use it again about20 min. I
took it in and they told me it was a interior problem in the motor either a bent rod or something
to do wtih the pistons or both at any rate we were talking thousand dollars with no gaurentee.
The car cost me I dont have alot of moneyand I believe ford should recall those 2. Ford should
have to reemburse something to the people who have had these cars that the motors just go in
with fairly low kms. This is bull you are just out the money plus what the mechanic charged to
tell you the motor is shot. Something should have to be done!!! After taking a look on-line to see
about a replacement engine, I immediately found Auto Beef and started reading all the 2L Ford
engine failures. So recently when a friend in CO. I have not looked into the class action suite if
there is one , but I feel every damn one of these 2. I bought the car new, took good care of it.
One day, it just started making awful noises. I had it towed to the garage -- it was totally ruined.
Something had detached and ruined the pistons. I'll never get a Ford again. I just sent my Ford
Focus to the junkyard,collected a pittance in return and now want to inform other Focus owners
of what may lie ahead. This was a decent vehicle,didn't nickle and dime me with repairs,plus it
got mpg. One morning my wife went outside to start the car to leave for work. I heard a racket in

the driveway What ran though my mind as I opened the hood was the fan blade unbolted and
was ramming into the radiator or some problem like that. But everything looked good and tight.
I started the engine and it sounded like someone had dumped a bucket of bolts into the
cylinders. No it can't be the engine! It ran fine yesterday! Its only got , mi! I searched the internet
to help shed light on my engine troubles and happened upon this website. I read the similar
experiences others had with their Ford Focus'. Why hasn't Ford recalled these faulty valve
guides in this engine? But I wanted to keep this car and looked into what it would cost to get it
running again. It took 8 months for me to accept getting this car fixed was a lost cause. So, my
Focus without a tear in the interior, no rust on the body and with fairly new set of tires is off for
scrap, AND the reason I was given a pittance was the junkyard already had 4 Focus's and all
had the same problem My Ford Focus was running great!! I call my car guy, last car i had did
this with the timing belt, he says perhaps valves? I wrote to Ford cause there are no engines
here in MD, and they sent me a sucks to be you email and told me to take my car to ford
dealerships in the future for work. This is my girlfriends meticulously maintained "baby". While
driving there was a sudden POW and a rattle and the motor just stopped. It started right back up
and had a knock. It sat awhile because the determination was not good. I started the car and it
sounded like a rod knock or collapsed lifter. Curiosity got to me and I took the cam cover off. At
idle there was no valvetrain noise. I removed the spark plugs and noticed obvious damage to all
four. I drained the oil and it had no metallic content. With a light I could plainly see piston 3 was
missing the skirt. The engine is torn down - the block is undamaged, the crank and rods are
fine. Here we are May 1, and the rebuild kit is coming. The head is at a machine shop being fixed
and the car has been sitting tagged and insured for just shy of a year. At the time of this report I
have four Ford vehicles parked at my house. I am a diehard Ford fan but this is NOT an isolated
incident. Shame on you Ford for stranding hard-working people who bust their butt to pay for
their car. People work hard and rely on their vehicles. People freely CHOOSE to buy and drive
Ford vehicles and as a responsible corporation - you should have made good on this obvious
engineering failure. I am rebuilding this engine because the car is in great shape. I guess I feel
better that I am not alone on this particular problem. I purchased the car about three years ago
with 48k on it. Paid off the 3 year loan early this year feeling good! I also was able to get 36
miles to the gallon nice Ford got that right at least. I have taken good care of it, oil changes at
miles, alignments, tires. This month new rear tires and rear shocks also. Now the problem. I
went to Aldi thinking on my way I should be putting on new brakes soon when I went to go it
started and was making noise, rattling, rumbling sounds from the engine area. I raised the hood
and it sounded loudest from the valve cover near the number 4 cylinder. I limped it home 4
miles taking it slow. I removed the valve cover and did not see any problem. I put it back
together and started it again. The noise was still present and placing my ear on the oil pan it
sounded like number 4 bearings were shot. By reading the other comments it sounds like if I
opened up the engine I would find the problem to have started with the valve seals. The only
sign of any problem was when the engine was warm and started up sometime it ran a little
rough for a minute or two. I thought the coil pack was going out so I replaced it. Rather
disappointed I have started a replacement car search. The Focus is till a nice looking car. Rather
sad. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replace engine 24
reports take it to the junk yard 12 reports not sure 7 reports rebuild engine 5 reports spark plugs
can help fix it all 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Focus problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in
your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. If you have
forgotten your password, enter the Email address you use to log in, then click the reset button.
We will send you and Email with a link and instructions. If you are a Warehouse Distributor and
do not have a Ford Performance Account, contact your adminstrator to have them create an
account for you. The Ford Performance TechLine phone system is online. Call us at For the
hearing- or speech-impair
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ed: Please contact the Telecommunication Relay Service by dialing The user name or password
did not match. Please try again. Your password was successfully changed. Email Address.
Password Click here if you forgot your password. Log In. Create Account. Confirm Email.
Password must be at least 12 characters long and contain a least 3 of the following: Uppercase
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Cancel. Reset Password Cancel. A new password has been sent to you. Your password could
not be reset. You must pick a stronger password. Old Password. New Password. Change
Password Cancel. Parts Catalog. New Parts. Big Block. More Information Close. Continue Go
Back. Works well in naturally aspirated or supercharged applications. Popular choice for hot
rods, street rods, and resto-mods. Suitable for NMRA drag racing - where a "sealed" engine is
necessitated. Iron BOSS Suitable for asphalt and dirt racing - where a "sealed" engine is
necessitated.

